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OUR STUDENTS

The Australian Veterans' Children Assistance Trust (AVCAT) was established in
2003. It grew out of the former Australian Vietnam War Veterans' Trust
(AVWVT), established in 1985. The purpose of AVWVT was to distribute the
Australian share of the funds received from the Agent Orange legal settlement
in the USA to Vietnam Veterans and their dependants.
The aim of AVWVT was to provide assistance to children of Vietnam War
Veterans who would not, without a scholarship, have the financial means to
complete a tertiary degree.
AVCAT, a national independent charity, has continued the legacy of AVWVT.
AVCAT aims to assist the children and grandchildren of Australian ex-service
men and women to a better future through education. Our scholarships assist
those people selected to obtain a tertiary qualification. The scholarships are
targeted at people who are assessed as being financially deserving and who
show academic potential. All scholarships support full-time tertiary study at a
University, a TAFE College or a Registered Training Organisation.
AVCAT manages scholarships on behalf of sponsors and individual donors
including the Australian Government Department of Veterans' Affairs,
Ex-Service Organisations and individual donors.
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CHAIR’S REPORT
AVCAT Chair’s Report
Having been afforded the privilege of
chairing the Board of AVCAT in May 2017,
I take great pleasure in providing my first
report on the operation of the Trust.
The Trust has had a long and distinguished
period of service in support of the children
of veterans. From our earliest beginnings
in 1985, when we began as the Australian
Vietnam War Veterans’ Trust, we have
consistently maintained our focus on
providing financial support to the children
of Australian Veterans. This support allows
them to reach their academic potential, in
all cases, in the knowledge that this may
not be possible without the additional
support that we are able to provide. Our
criteria for selection have remained
broadly consistent; academic potential,
being in necessitous circumstance and
deservedness.

premises around Australia. In 2017, we
were fortunate to reach agreement on an
increase in the value of the bursaries from
$3000 per year for 3 years to $4000 per
year, thus maintaining their real value. To
compensate for this increased value, we
were obliged to limit the number of
bursaries available from 50 per year to 37,
and in 2017, 50 applications were received,
40 were recommended with 37 awarded, 3
of those recommended having elected to
defer their studies. These successful
applicants joined the 89 continuing
students.

In recent years, the Trust has also
managed sponsored scholarships on behalf
of Ex-Service Organisations and private
donors. This has been a growing trend and
in 2017, a total of 71 new scholarships
were awarded to join 66 continuing
students. The major reason for this growth
in 2017 was the generous offer by the
Queensland State Branch of the RSL to
Our principal function remains the sponsor 35 scholarships. We remain
provision of the Long Tan Bursaries for the grateful for the ongoing support of all of
children of veterans of the Vietnam our scholarship sponsors which allows us
Conflict, on behalf of the Department of
Veterans’ Affairs (DVA). Our work in this
field is governed by a Services of
Agreement with the Department, generally
covering a 12 month period at a time with
options to renew for a further 12 month
period. In this, we have greatly valued the
support of the Department, through the
provision of office accommodation, some
Information Technology assistance and
advertising, and the conduct of
L to R—Major General Bill Crews AO (Ret’d),
presentations of the bursaries at DVA
Claudia Phillips, Ms Phillips and Joan Hughes
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to offer scholarships to a larger number of
most worthy applicants. We value the trust
that these donors have placed in us to
manage the selection of scholarship
recipients, and support them through their
studies.

2017, we made a further submission to
extend the Services of Agreement with
DVA for at least two years to June 2020,
and position ourselves to be favourably
considered should market testing of our
work be undertaken.

The Minister for Veterans’ Affairs, the
Honourable Dan Tehan MP, has continued
to take a close interest in the work of the
Trust and attended the NSW/ACT
presentation event. He particularly
supported the intention to expand the
Long Tan Bursary scheme in due course to
include grandchildren, and this has broad
support also in the Ex-Service community
and government. We express our thanks to
Minister Tehan for his active interest and
encouragement.

I record my gratitude for the ongoing work
of our small, dedicated and highly
competent staff team, my appreciation for
the time and commitment of my fellow
Board Directors, and sincerely thank our
wider group of volunteers who serve on or
support the work of the National Selection
Committee and the Finance, Audit, and
Risk Committee. Without these combined
efforts, we could not deliver on our
commitments to the Veteran Community,
dependants, and those who provide all of
the financial support on which we depend.
Those of us in AVCAT gain our greatest
satisfaction from being able to support and
encourage worthy students in their studies
and in achieving their ambitions.

Our Patron, His Excellency General the
Honourable Sir Peter Cosgrove AK, MC
(Ret’d) deserves our thanks for his ongoing
interest and support. It was unfortunate
that in 2017, it was not possible for him to
host a presentation of scholarships at Major General Bill Crews AO (Ret’d)
Admiralty House in Sydney, and we were Chair
hopeful that 2018 might see an ___________________________________
opportunity for this very privileged event.
"This bursary meant a lot to me. It wasn't just
the financial assistance but knowing someone
cared and was sharing the journey.

The Trust will continue to pursue good
governance under the guidance of the
Australian Charities and Not- for- Profit
Commission, to make best use of
electronic funds management and
payments, to promote the opportunities to
apply for bursaries and scholarships within
the wider veteran community, and to
communicate effectively to our applicants
and successful recipients. At the end of

I wanted to complete my degree in Townsville
to be close to my father. Dad is the major role
model in the lives of my three children. He is a
good and stable influence. Thank you so much
for your support.”
Wilhelmina Rawling
Long Tan Bursary Recipient
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CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER’S REPORT
Now in my second year at AVCAT, the
educational and personal goals of the
recipients of scholarships are very
impressive
noting
the
hardships
experienced by some of the veterans in
their families. Every day at work I am
inspired by the calibre of the people who
receive the bursaries and scholarships, and
the organisations and individuals who
sponsor them.
AVCAT’s Purpose
AVCAT is a national independent charity
that continues to administer and manage
an ever-growing number of bursaries and
scholarships for veterans’ children and
grandchildren who are studying at a
university, a TAFE college or a registered
training
organisation.
Awarding
scholarships is a complex process. We
receive a large number of applications
every year but sadly there are not enough
sponsors to meet the demand of the
number of scholarships required. There
are many worthy applicants who miss out
on a scholarship or bursary. We prioritise
those applicants who have financial and
other difficulties regarding their access to
tertiary education. Applicants for a bursary
or scholarship also need to show evidence
of their academic results as well as their
strong links to the veterans in their
families.

Joan Hughes CEO

Chief Executive Officer’s Report
“The highest result of education is
tolerance”
Helen Keller (1880-1968)
Helen Keller was an American author and a
political activist. She was the first deafblind person to earn a Bachelor of Arts
degree in the USA. She devoted her life to
many causes where understanding and
tolerance won over ignorance and fear.
Real and meaningful education includes
learning more about the world around us.
It also includes exploring how we can
influence our communities to improve the
quality of life for others and spread
tolerance. These are the goals of many of
the recipients of the scholarships that
AVCAT manages. Positive learning
experiences can challenge our views about
the world and influence our life choices.

AVCAT works closely with the sponsors
and funders of bursaries and scholarships.
Sponsors are informed about the progress
of the recipients twice a year through
annual and mid-year reviews.
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Recipients often comment in their thank
you notes to sponsors that a scholarship
allowed them to work one job instead of
two which meant that they could focus on
their studies. Another common message
from the recipients is that it means a lot to
them knowing that someone else cares
about their education and their future.

administration funding, office space and
equipment, access to meeting rooms and
each year hosts the presentation events in
each state and territory. AVCAT thanks
DVA for this funding and support.

Links with Ex-Service Organisations are
critical in promoting the work of AVCAT
and signing up more sponsors. In 2017 we
received 777 expressions of interest for
information about the scholarship
programs and schemes. 279 applications
were received and we awarded 108 new
bursaries and scholarships. Regarding
sponsored scholarships, there was increase
in the number of scholarships of 124% on
the previous year.

Our Sponsors and Donors
My sincere thanks to the sponsors of
scholarships—new and ongoing. See page
10 for the list of our generous sponsors
and donors.

An ongoing priority for AVCAT is to secure
more sponsors especially from NSW, WA,
Victoria and nationally.

Long Tan Bursary Scheme
The majority of the bursaries and
scholarships that AVCAT administers on
behalf of the Australian Government
Department of Veterans’ Affairs (DVA),
various
Ex-Service Organisations and
individual donors, provide three to four
years of financial support to students
studying tertiary courses across Australia.

In 2017 there were 37 Long Tan Bursaries
awarded.

In 2017 there were
Scholarships awarded.

71

Sponsored

Acknowledgements
The AVCAT team is very small but their
skills and hard work are remarkable. It is a
great team to be part of. The application
and assessment processes are complex
and carried out in a rigorous and thorough
way. I sincerely thank the independent
assessors and the members of the National
Selection Committee for their fair and
detailed assessments.
We farewelled the Chairman, Vice Admiral
Russ Shalders AO, CSC, RAN (Ret’d) at the
Annual General Meeting and welcomed
the new Chair, Major General Bill Crews
AO (Ret’d). I thank the Board Directors for
their support, time and service to AVCAT.

AVCAT acknowledges the support of the
Australian Government Department of Joan Hughes
Veterans Affairs for funding the Long Tan CEO
Bursaries that AVCAT administers on its
behalf. DVA also provides AVCAT with
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- funds established and maintained for the
benefit of Veterans’ children;
2. The promotion and development of the
organisation’s scholarship policy and
procedures with:
- organisations of ex-service personnel in
Australia;
the
Australian
Government’s
departments and agencies;
- the broader business and education
communities.
AVCAT Board Director Mr Bill Roberts OAM with
Madeline Fern, TPI NSW scholarship recipient

3. The retention of the administration of
the Long Tan Bursary Scheme.

The Board Directors present an Annual
Financial Report of the Company for the
year ended 31 December 2017 at each
Annual General Meeting.

4. The provision of a support service to
improve the educational outcomes for the
children and grandchildren of Australian
Veterans undertaking tertiary studies.

Short and long-term objectives
The principal objective of the Company is
to provide financial assistance to
Australian Veterans’ children in relation to
tertiary education, where those children
are in necessitous and deserving
circumstances.

Principal Activities
The Company manages and administers
scholarships and bursaries, funded by the
Australian
Government,
ex-service
organisations and individual donors
through bursaries and scholarships
provided by the Company.

The organisation’s strategies for achieving The Company’s activities during the
financial year are those prescribed in its
this objective include:
Constitution, namely the provision of
1. The provision of financial assistance for financial assistance for the costs of tertiary
Veterans’ children through the awarding of studies to the selected and deserving
scholarships to appropriate applicants who children and grandchildren of the
are undertaking tertiary studies; the Australian Veteran community.
soliciting and acceptance of donations to:
- a Trust established for the benefit of
Veterans’ children and grandchildren; and
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Performance Measures
The Company measures performance
through the establishment and monitoring
of Key Performance Indicators:
1. By monitoring the completion rates of
recipients in their respective tertiary
studies. The cohort of recipients who
commenced their studies in 2015
completed their scholarship period in 2017
and achieved a completion rate of 84%.
The twelve year average completion rate
for students receiving financial assistance
through AVCAT is 77%.
2. By measuring the ratios of expenses to
assistance funds distributed to recipients.
The ratio of administrative expenses to
assistance fund is 19% (2016: 18%). This
compares to the ratio of operating
expenses to assistance funds of 65%
(2016: 63%).

Directors of the Company
The Chair is a Director. Each of the
sponsoring organisations appoints a
Director and each Director may appoint an
Alternate with the agreement of his or her
appointing organisation. All the Directors
of the Company have experience in
matters associated with the welfare of
veterans and their families in necessitous
and deserving circumstances.
The
Directors and Alternate Directors act in an
honorary capacity and receive no
compensation for their services.
Company Secretary
Ms Joan Hughes was appointed company
secretary on 18th April, 2016.
AVCAT’s Annual Financial Report for year
ended 31 December 2017 is available on
our website www.avcat.org.au.

Major General Bill Crews AO (Ret’d)
Chair
Members
The members of the Company are the five
principal national ex-service organisations.
They are the Australian Veterans’ and
Defence Services Council, Legacy Australia
Council Incorporated, the Returned &
Services League of Australia Limited, the
Vietnam Veterans’ Association of Australia
Incorporated and the Vietnam Veterans’
Federation of Australia Incorporated. The
other member is the Chair who is
appointed by the Minister for Veterans’
Affairs. The Repatriation Commission has
the right to appoint a person to be a
RSL Queensland State President, Mr Stewart
member but has chosen not to do so.

Cameron CSC, Jacinta Cole, RSL Queensland
scholarship recipient and Joan Hughes, AVCAT CEO
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Alternate Board Directors
Mr David J Norton MA FCA
Board member since 2011
Appointed by Legacy Australia
Chair of the Finance Committee
Member of the Audit and Risk Committee

Patron
His Excellency General the Honourable Sir
Peter Cosgrove AK MC (Ret'd)
Board Directors
Chair
Major General Bill Crews AO (Ret’d)
Chair of the Board since 2017

Mrs Meg Green RN RM MN
Board member since 2013
Appointed by AVADSC
Member of the Finance Committee

Deputy Chair
Mr Ken H Foster OAM JP
Board member since 2005
Appointed by VVAA
Member of the Finance Committee

Lieutenant Colonel Ian M Henderson
(Ret’d)
Board member since 2005
Appointed by VVAA
Chair of the Audit and Risk Committee

Company Secretary
Ms Joan Hughes
Appointed Company Secretary on
18 April 2016

Mr Peter Kaineder
Board Member since 2006
Appointed by VVPPAA
Member of the National Selection
Committee

Lieutenant Colonel Philip G Badcock OAM
(Ret'd) AFAIM AFIPM
Board member since 2005
Appointed by Legacy Australia
Member of the Audit and Risk Committee

Mr Peter Eveille
Board member since 2017
Appointed by RSL National

Mr William (Bill) Roberts OAM
Board member since 2005
Appointed by VVPPAA
Member of the National Selection
Committee

Company Auditor
Mr James Winter
Grant Thornton
Company Pro-Bono Solicitor
Mr Luke Owens
Ronayne Owens Lawyers

Mr Robert Webster OAM FCPA FAPI FRICS
Board member since 2017
Appointed by RSL National
Mr Gordon S Blake
Board member since 2012
Appointed by AVADSC
Member of the National Selection
Committee
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STAFF AND VOLUNTEERS
The AVCAT Team
Chief Executive Officer
Ms Joan Hughes
Finance Manager
Mr Chris Wicks
IT and Finance Contractor
Mr Raji Fernando
Scholarships Manager
Ms Siobhan Day
Scholarships Communications Officer
Ms Emma Dallas
Scholarships Administration Officer
Ms Ashley Leek
Scholarships Officer
Ms Anne West
Application Assessors
Mrs Denise Corcoran
Dr Ruth Shatford PhD
Volunteers
National Selection Committee
Chair
Ms Carly Marshall JP BA DipEd MEd
National Selection Committee Members
Ms Karen Blackwell
Mr Gordon Blake
Mrs Eileen Henderson
Mr Peter Kaineder
Mr William (Bill) Roberts OAM
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Top: Minister for Veterans’ Affairs Hon. Dan Tehan
with Adam Davidson, Long Tan Bursary
recipient from NSW
Middle: Major General Mark Kelly AO DSC
Repatriation Commissioner with Naomi Burt,
Long Tan Bursary recipient from SA
Bottom: Legatee Elizabeth Ward, Brisbane Water
Legacy NSW with Sarah Swainson, Brisbane Water
Legacy scholarship recipient from NSW

SPONSORS AND DONORS
We would like to thank our generous funders, sponsors including individual donors, without
whom we would be unable to fund the bursaries/scholarships awarded each year. Thank you!

Australian Government
Department of Veterans'
Affairs

Port Macquarie RSL Sub-Branch

Australian Military Bank
Brisbane Water (NSW) Legacy

Royal Australian Regiment
Foundation (RARF)

Castle Hill RSL Sub-Branch

RSL National

Chatswood RSL Club

RSL (Queensland Branch)

Chatswood RSL Sub-Branch

Tasmania Navy Network
(Hobart)

Dr Jan Milburn
Dr Peter Helson
Legacy Australia
Mr Nick Helyer

Mr Roy Morris
Mrs O King
Newtown RSL Sub-Branch
NSW Nurses and Midwives
Association

RAAF Women’s Association
Education Patriotic Fund

Totally and Permanently
Incapacitated Veterans
Association of NSW (TPI NSW)
Totally and Permanently
Incapacitated Veterans
Association of SA (TPI SA)
Totally and Permanently
Incapacitated Veterans
Association of Tasmania
(TPI Tasmania)
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Veterans Centre - Sydney
Northern Beaches
Vietnam Veterans' Association
of Australia (Far North Coast
Sub-Branch)

Vietnam Veterans' Association
of Australia South Australia
(VVAA SA)
Vietnam Veterans' Association
of Australia Western Australia
(VVAA WA)
Vietnam Veterans'
Peacekeepers and
Peacemakers Association of
Australia (VVPPAA)
Wandering Warriors
War Widows’ Guild of Australia
War Widows’ Guild of Australia
NSW

2017 RECIPIENTS
RSL National
Brisbane Water (NSW)
Scholarship
Legacy Scholarship
RSL Queensland
Long Tan Bursary
Jessica Baker
Sarah Swainson
Scholarship
Sponsored by the
Brittany Willmott
Jack Warr
Kieran Ball
Australian Government
Susan Benton
Department of Veterans'
Taleala Bertling
Tasmanian Navy
Chatswood RSL Club
Affairs
Liam
Carr
Network
(Hobart) and
Scholarship
Catherine Allingham
Jacinta Cole
TPI Tasmania
Pierce Arthurson
Elizabeth Arnold
Monique Danson
Scholarship
Natasha Harvey
Alannah Brooks
Amanda
Duncan
Nicholas
Fraser
Samantha
Jeffrey
Sally Browne
Sarah Finley-Strong
Stefanie Martin
Naomi Burt
Christopher French
TPI NSW Scholarship
Angel Cano
Emily Hedger
Catherine Auston
Legacy Australia John
Jake Catheray
Jane Higgins
Madelaine Fern
Gough Scholarship
Neve Cavanagh
Matthew Hooper
Thomas Hooper
Sam(Maddie) Cook
Adam Davidson
Rebekah Kapernick
Paige Le Gros
Sharon de Loryn
Alice
Kelly
Kelly Scott
TPI SA Scholarship
Eirene Donnelly
Megan Kirkby
Alex-Marie Howard
Matthew Doyle
Jacob Maybery
Shane Laidlaw
Legacy Australia
Kerry Elder
Zoey
McClellan
Westpac
Scholarship
Tyler Gaudion
Madeline McCullagh
Jennifer Spark
Vietnam Veterans’
Darren Halsey
William McDonnell
Kieren Lally
Association SA
Tess Homann
Chloe McNally
Kym Florence
Scholarship
Billie-Jo Homuk
Louise Parker
Madeleine Warburton
Rachel Crook
Robert Kennedy
Bradley Parnell
Samantha Spark
Tyro Lavine
Brianna Reid
Victoria Wells
Vietnam Veterans’
Kathleen McAdam
Isabelle
Rubendra
Association WA
Made McLean
Claire Strong
Newtown RSL
Scholarship
Joshua Millard
Phoebe Thomas
Sub-Branch
Joshua Radwell-Rogers
Jacob Morath
Dane Turner
Scholarship
Victoria Odmark
Breana Turner
Gabrielle Sherring
Vietnam Veterans’
Cheriden Osmond
Zoe Veneris
Peacekeepers &
Nathan Peacock
Emily Waring
NSW Nurses and
Peacemakers
Claudia Phillips
Sarah Wessels
Midwives Association Association Australia
Kimberley Prince
Rhiannon Whitaker
Scholarship
Scholarship
Melody Sanders
Alexander White
Hannah HowardRyan Balkin
Kaisha Saunders
Emily Woodman
Gilchrest
Emilee Smith
War Widows’ Guild
Marcus Tarticchio
AVCAT Scholarships
Royal Australian
Australia NSW
Luke Toutou
Sponsored by Mrs King Regiment Foundation
Scholarship
Dominik Turner
Toby Brunckhorst
Scholarship
John Mathieson
Matthew Wade
Sponsored by
Holly Carroll
Keeley Walker
Dr
Peter Helson
Sebastian Moore
Carl Watson
Corey East
Bryn McAlister
Christopher Wheat
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2017 RSL Queensland scholarship presentation

2017 SA scholarship presentation event

2017 NSW/ACT scholarship presentation event

2017 Victorian scholarship presentation event
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2017 RECIPIENTS

2017 Queensland scholarship presentation event

2017 WA scholarship presentation event

2017 Tasmanian scholarship presentation event

Recipients at the RSL Queensland presentation

2017 NT scholarship presentation event
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OUR SPONSORS
2017 RECIPIENTS
AND DONORS
Total number of scholarship applicants in 2017
159
108
Total number of unsuccessful applicants

Total number of successful applicants

Geographic distribution of 2017 scholarship recipients
48

24
11

7

8

7
2

NSW

QLD

VIC

SA

ACT

NT

1
WA

TAS

Total number of scholarship recipients in 2017
71

37

66

89

New Long Tan Bursary
Continuing Long Tan Bursary

New sponsored scholarships
Continuing sponsored scholarships
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academic career. Gaining a higher
education has inspired Kelly, who in turn
“would like to inspire other women and
mothers to become educated and rise
Long Tan Bursary recipient, Kelly Peihopa from the circumstances they may find
found herself starting from scratch again, themselves in,” as she herself has strived
after the end of her marriage.
to do, “knowing that education can change
the future of an individual or a family.”
Determined to “become educated, so I can
provide a good future for myself and my In addition to her outstanding academic
four children”, Kelly commenced a
work, responsibilities outside of university,
Bachelor of Arts, majoring in English and and working part-time in research, Kelly
History at the University of Newcastle in will soon have a nonfiction essay published
2012, choosing to study what she had
in the prestigious Australian Literary
always loved—the arts and knowing that Journal Meanjin. A great accomplishment
by working hard, opportunities would for an undergraduate student. The faculty
open for her future.
at the University of Newcastle are understandably excited. Kelly intends on
Kelly’s father, Philip Smith, is a Vietnam extending her creative nonfiction writing
Veteran and is one of Kelly’s best
and is continuously working on articles to
supporters, telling everyone he meets publish, with a focus on women’s issues
about Kelly and her achievements. Philip and domestic violence, a cause Kelly is an
encouraged Kelly to apply for a
advocate for.
scholarship through AVCAT, fully believing
she would be successful. He is very proud AVCAT is delighted to announce that Kelly
of her connection to AVCAT.
has been accepted in the first round of the
Australian Government Research Training
Kelly loves to “learn and study” and to Program PhD Scholarships, beginning in
“grow her brain”. As an undergraduate, 2018. She will be researching Early Modern
she also worked as a research assistant in Women’s Prison Poetry.
her faculty, for an international research
network specialising in Early Modern
women’s writing. In 2016, Kelly graduated
with a BA with distinction. In 2017, she
completed her honours year, earning firstKelly Peihopa
class honours in English. She continues to
Current Long Tan Bursary
work as a research assistant in her faculty
Recipient from NSW
part-time, has completed several academic
internships and is working towards an

Kelly Peihopa
From Scratch to Success
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Deni Campbell
Global Citizen
In high school Deni set herself the goal
of working internationally for an NGO
and being a global citizen, lofty goals
for a teenager not yet at university.
Fast forward two and a half years
later… Deni travelled to India as part of
her degree in Public Health and
Political Science at the University of
Western Australia.
Deni is “actively involved in [as much]
university life as possible. She has
volunteered for the United Nations
Youth WA and successfully organised
and ran their annual State Conference
for over 100 young people. Deni has
volunteered at a Needle and Syringe
Exchange Program and advocated for
people living in government housing.
She has even become a dancer for the
Perth Scorchers and the West Coast
Fever.” Deni says that these goals have
“materialised from the security and
motivation that comes from being a
recipient of the Long Tan Bursary. “

This scholarship has assisted me in
gaining a well-rounded tertiary
education, and I could not be more
grateful for the support over my
undergraduate degree.”
16

Raised by her retired grandparents
from the age of three, Deni has
enjoyed a close relationship with her
Vietnam veteran grandfather Alfred.
“We share a close bond as the sacrifice
he made 48 years ago has shaped my
life and allowed me the opportunity to
live a full life.” She goes on to say, “My
grandfather is a hero and role model,
although we have been presented with
various issues, he is still my idol.”

Deni has set her sights firmly on
postgraduate study, and a move to
Sydney, in 2018. The team at AVCAT
are proud of Deni’s undergraduate
achievements and wish her the very
best for what is yet to come on her
way to achieving her global ambitions.

Long Tan Bursary recipient Deni Campbell from WA

OUR STUDENTS
Andrew Jones
Never ever give up

difficult to achieve. In the words of
Winston Churchill, “Never give up.
Never ever give up”. I am not sure
what is planned for me, but I believe I
am well-equipped to make a difference
in the private or the public sector, in
the fields of economics and science,
the lives of Australians and people of
all nationalities.’

In February 2016 Andrew moved to
Canberra and began the Australian
Government’s Graduate Program at
the Department of Industry,
Innovation and Science, a two year
development program that was
completed in December 2017. He says,
‘In this role I have been given excellent
2012 RSL National Scholarship recipient
Andrew Jones and former Prime Minister
opportunities to work on policy of
John Howard OM, AC
national significance, including the
National Innovation and Science
Agenda, Energy Markets and East
Former RSL National scholarship
Coast Gas Market Reforms and even
recipient Andrew Jones recipient
contacted AVCAT to let us know what working with Australia’s Chief
he’s been up to since graduating with a Scientist, Dr Alan Finkel AO”.
double degree, Bachelor of Economics
and Bachelor of Science, from the
The AVCAT team members
University of Queensland in 2014.
congratulate Andrew on his terrific
achievement in securing a place in the
highly competitive Australian
In his final semester of university
Andrew said “Hopefully I can make a Government Graduate Program and
difference in the world. I know many we wish him all the best for what
university students aspire to achieve comes next.
such a thing, only to realise weeks
after graduation it is exceptionally
17
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